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Wayne Paulo
A learning show with a difference! It is a visually stimulating and musically presented lecture for children
of all ages presented through modern digital technology - Keynote presentations, digital camera photography
and computers. Science and Technology, Natural History, Geography, Communication and Practical Life Skills
are all covered in this amazing presentation by the uniquely qualiﬁed master of photography Wayne Paulo, a
professional with a Prime Minister, two Presidents and the Queen in his portfolio taken over 25 years.
Please read about the contents of the available lectures on tour here.
We can offer a complete projected theatre style presentation to the school for large assembly halls.
Or a small class room lecture with large prints and TV monitor for sequence presentation.
The outline below is based on a mixed selection to cover a variety of subjects in one presentation,
but we can bias towards one subject if required, for example, Press and PR, Social Photography,
Creative Digital Art, Fashion, Travel or Sports.
The choice is yours and can be tailored or ﬁned tuned to suit your own curriculum if desired.
PRESENTATION OUTLINE :
Starting with a short Keynote sequence showing some of Wayne’s celebrity and sports work
including - singing stars Shania Twain, Sir Paul McCartney, Justin Timberlake, Beyonce, the
Rolling Stones and Prince to name but a few! All taken at the six Super Bowls he has covered.
(Just to capture the children’s imagination!).
An introduction and interactive talk with on screen animated characters Calvin, Connie
and Freddie ‘The Camera Family’, specially created animations designed exclusively to help
children “Learn To See” the basics of photography.
They produce a question and answer scenario with Wayne that adds extra visual
entertainment, that will test and teach children throughout the presentation.
We continue with a series of exotic animals, colourful tropical birds, even pets,
as we create our natural history segment.
An animal identiﬁcation quiz will follow and can be extended into later assignments.

Some beautiful landscapes and
vibrant sunsets from Europe and
the USA teach the subtleties
of composition and framing.
Travelling on to a Geographical
lesson about the images.
Then on to a question and answer
piece on Geographical locations.
CONTINUED ...

NEXT .....
PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION OPTIONS :
(1) Creative “Painting with Light” Keynote presentation with talk, lead into a practical demonstration on “How to
simply create your own work of art!” (Optionally it can be an interactive demonstration with the children).
(2) A practical demonstration of a real photographic studio, all contained in the same set and within minutes pre
selected teachers and students (in costume) can be posing for a professional photographer.
It can be immediately followed by a live practical computer demonstration, creating a real life look and association
with a magazine cover featuring one of their very own teachers from the same session!
Returning to the Keynote presentations the projected images lead into a talk on the variety of potential photographic
subjects available with visual samples, from Digital Art to Promotional and Sports photography.

Finally the show will come to an end with an audio and visual extravaganza. Showing more creative prints and
another sequence of celebrities that Wayne has photographed from Ant and Dec to Dame Edna!
ENDS
Question and answer, quiz segments, even project papers can be followed through after the event.
These presentations will teach, excite and encourage your pupils towards future development!
Would you like the lecture to visit your school? Want some more information? Have any questions?

Please contact me
Wayne Paulo NUJ Photographer - Guest Speaker
Principal Adviser for GetBetterPictures.com
email: wayne@photo-stock.co.uk
telephone: 0044 (0) 1253 864598
Check Out our web sites:
http://www.getbetterpictures.com
http://www.waynepaulo.com

